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ABSTRACT
The strain distribution in vertebral body has been measured in vitro in the
elastic regime, but only on the bone surface by means of strain gauges and digital
image correlation. Digital volume correlation (DVC) based on micro-CT images
allowed measurements of the internal strain distribution in bone at both tissue
(trabecular and cortical bone) and organ (vertebra) level. However, DVC has been
mainly used to investigate failure of the vertebral body, but has not yet been
deployed to investigate the internal strain distribution in the elastic regime. The aim
of this study was to investigate strain in the elastic regime and up to failure inside the
vertebral body, including analysis of strain in all directions. Three porcine thoracic
vertebrae were loaded in a step-wise fashion at increasing steps of compression
(5%, 10%, 15%). Micro-CT images were acquired at each step of compression.
DVC successfully provided the internal strain distribution both in the elastic regime
and up to failure. Micro-CT images successfully identified regions of failure initiation
and progression, which were well quantified by DVC-computed strains. Interestingly,
the same regions where failure eventually occurred experienced the largest strain
magnitude also for the lowest degrees of compression (yet in the elastic regime).
Keywords: bone, digital volume correlation, elastic strain, micro-CT, vertebral body.
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1. Introduction
Pathologies such as osteoporosis and bone metastases are the major causes
of vertebral fractures, often in combination with trauma or para-physiological
overloading. These vertebrae are weak because their micro- and/or macro-structure
are pathologically compromised. If untreated, they might fracture, causing severe
disabilities and in some cases even mortality [1, 2]. For this reason, knowledge of
the failure mechanism in the vertebra is of fundamental importance to understand
vertebral biomechanics [3], improve diagnosis and prophylactic treatments [4, 5].
In vitro testing of the vertebral body has been extensively carried out in the
past [6-8]. The strain distribution in the vertebral body was investigated using
different experimental techniques but mainly with strain gauges [9], where the fullfield strain distribution was not investigated. Furthermore, strain gauges are
associated with a reinforcement effect that in the case of a thin shell of cortical bone
cannot be neglected [10-12].
More recently, digital image correlation (DIC) was adopted to investigate the
full-field strain distribution on the cortical surface of vertebrae, in an attempt to avoid
direct contact measurement (i.e. via strain gauges) that could potentially produce
important artifacts (i.e. reinforcement effect) in the local strain determination [13]. To
this extent, [14] presented a comparison of strain rosettes and DIC to measure the
vertebral body strain. In that study porcine vertebrae were prepared with a strain
rosette plus a speckled paint pattern for DIC and loaded in compression. However, it
must be pointed out that also the specimen preparation for an appropriate DIC
measurement (i.e. speckle pattern distribution) must be planned carefully if reliable
results are to be achieved [13, 15].
When measuring strain in bone in vitro, one must consider the magnitude of
strain experienced during physiological tasks in vivo (1000-2000 microstrain, [16,
17]). Moreover, bone typically exhibits a linear-elastic behaviour up to the yield point
in compression [18, 19]. For the human vertebral trabecular bone, the first evidence
of yielding begins at strains of approximately 8000 microstrain, and macroscopic
failure begins at strains of the order of 15000 microstrain [20]. The 0.2%-offset strain
of the femoral trabecular bone in compression is 10400+/-1500 microstrain, [21]).
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The overall precision that can be obtained with strain gauges when applied to
bone is of the order of 1-2% of the readout [10, 22]. This corresponds to 10-20
microstrain when the in vitro loads aim to replicate physiological loading scenarios
[23], with in vitro strains of the order of 1000 microstrain. The overall precision that
can be obtained with DIC (which is mainly limited by noise) is of the order of 100-300
microstrain [10, 13, 14].
The main limitation of strain gauges and DIC is their inability to capture and
quantify internal microdamage evolution and full-field strain distribution under load.
As the internal trabecular bone of the vertebral body plays a fundamental structural
role [3, 18, 24], it would be extremely important to measure the internal strain
distribution. In fact, a number of studies have shown that in several cases failure
starts inside the vertebral body itself [25, 26]. In this perspective, digital volume
correlation (DVC) is ideal to investigate the internal strain distribution and the local
damage inside the vertebra. In recent years, DVC has become a powerful tool to
examine full-field internal deformations mainly in trabecular [27-31] and cortical bone
[29, 31, 32]. The use of DVC to investigate the strain distribution in vertebrae has
been firstly introduced by [33]. In that study a new image registration algorithm was
developed to spatially resolve strain in whole bones (rat vertebrae) using micro-CT
images. Since then, a number of studies investigated the full-field strain distribution
in vertebral bodies without [34] and with the adjacent intervertebral discs [35], as well
as entire vertebrae [36] under compressive loading. In [34] the highest strain
magnitudes (minimum principal strain) were distributed in the superior-inferior (axial)
direction ranging between -20000 and -40000 microstrain, in human vertebral
bodies. In a following study the same Authors compared the strain distribution in the
vertebral body (rabbits) with and without the intervertebral discs [35] up to yield and
failure. In both studies [34, 35] there is no information on the progression of strain in
the elastic regime, preceding the final failure event. Also, the influence of strain
directionality and local levels of strain on microdamage evolution in the vertebra has
not been investigated. Hardisty et al. [36] is the only study to date to report the
microdamage in metastatic and healthy vertebrae (rat models) associated with fullfield strain from DVC, but only for the axial strain. That work reported an average
axial strain at failure of -27000 microstrain for the healthy group (5 specimens), but
no information of the critical strain values in different locations of the vertebrae.
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Another important aspect to be considered is the level of uncertainly of the
DVC measurements, which is associated to imaging conditions, bone type, image
preparation, computation sub-volume size and nature of the DVC approach (i.e. local
vs global). Similarly to DIC, DVC has very small errors on the computed
displacements (0.6-1.2 micrometers, when a whole vertebra was investigated [37]).
DVC-computed strains suffer larger errors [38]: the accuracy can range between 300
and 794 microstrain, while the precision between 69 and 630 microstrain [30].
Very recently, an in-depth methodological investigation of all those aspects for
natural and augmented vertebral bodies (porcine models) was carried out [37, 39].
Those studies reported that strain uncertainties can be reduced below 300
microstrain for both local and global approaches, for this type of specimens and
images. To minimize strain uncertainties, the images are adequately prepared
(excluding the non-tissue background), and a wide investigation of the DVC
parameters was performed before choosing the optimal computation sub-volume
size, related to the spatial resolution of the images (i.e. sub-volume of 48 voxels for
a 39 micrometers voxel size image).
In this study, full-field strain distributions inside porcine vertebral bodies were
obtained thought DVC under compressive load. Specifically, the main aims of this
paper were:
1) To measure the internal strain from the elastic regime up to failure;
2) To analyze the distribution of the different components of strain (axial,
antero-posterior and lateral-lateral) for each specimen;
3) To identify microdamage initiation/progression during loading, and to
compare with the distribution of the three components of strain.

2. Materials and methods
2.1 Specimens
Three thoracic vertebrae (specimens T1, T2, T3) were harvested from
animals that were bred and slaughtered for alimentation purposes. All the
surrounding soft tissues were removed, including the ligaments and discs. The
vertebrae were obtained from young animals, where the growth plates were still fully
5

open. To avoid the presence of soft tissue and prevent viscoelastic phenomena
(which might compromise image acquisition under load), the growth plates were
removed together with the adjacent endplates (due to the young age of the animals
at sacrifice, this could be performed with little manual effort). The cranial and caudal
extremities of the vertebrae were aligned and potted in poly-methyl-methacrylate
(PMMA) for a depth of about 4 mm for each side, following a procedure adapted
from [40]. The spinous process was used to center the specimen in the transverse
plane and align it about its vertical axis. The posterior arch was subsequently
removed.

2.2 Loading and imaging
Step-wise compression testing of the vertebrae in combination with timelapsed micro-CT imaging was performed. In situ testing was conducted by means of
a loading device (CT5000, Deben Ltd, UK), equipped with a 5kN load cell and a
custom-designed environmental chamber which was filled with physiological saline
solution (Fig. 1). The specimens were constrained against rotation inside the loading
device with sandpaper discs applied to the bottom compressive platen. A preload of
50 N was applied. Each specimen was compressed axially under displacement
control in a step-wise fashion (actuator speed: 0.1 mm/sec). The compression steps
were adjusted for each specimen based on its free height, so that at each step the
actuator moved by 5% of the free height for each specimen (this corresponded to
actuator steps of 0.54-0.66 mm, depending on the size of the specimen). It must be
noted that such actuator displacement included the actual bone compression, but
also the compression of the PMMA pots, and the compliance of the entire loading
system.
Micro-CT imaging (XTH225, Nikon Metrology, UK) was carried out at each
step (0% with 50N preload, 5%, 10% and 15% compression). To reduce the timedependent phenomena during imaging, the specimen was allowed to settle for 15
minutes after each compression step. Most of the relaxation (Fig. 2) occurred within
the 15-minute window. Some additional relaxation was unavoidable during imaging,
but was one order of magnitude smaller than the initial one (it never exceeded 10%
of the initial force). Temperature inside the micro-CT chamber was not monitored.
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However, the temperature inside this micro-CT model is quite stable (typically
ranging 20-22°C [42]). Variations in the range 20-37°C have little effect on the
mechanical properties of cancellous bone [41].
The micro-CT scanner was set to a voltage of 88-89 kV, a current of 115-116
microA and exposure time of 2 seconds. The image acquisition was performed at a
rotational step of 0.23° over 360° for a scanning time of approximately 90 min at
each compression step. The reconstructed micro-CT images had an isotropic voxel
size of 38.8 micrometers.

[Figure 1]

2.3 Digital volume correlation (DVC)
DaVis DVC software (v8.3, LaVision, Germany) was used to compute the fullfield strains in the vertebra along the axial, antero-posterior and lateral-lateral
directions. The operating principle of the DaVis DVC has been detailed elsewhere
[31, 43]. Briefly, DaVis sub-divides the 3D images into smaller sub-volumes that can
be correlated independently (local approach) as a discrete function of grey-levels.
The matching between the sub-volumes corresponding to the different stages of
loading is achieved via a direct correlation function (DaVis-DC). Due to specimen
stability within the loading device, absence of relative rotation and translation of the
device throughout the test and small displacements applied, no preparatory rigid
body registration was performed. Additionally, a piece-wise linear shape function
and a third-order spline interpolation in the image reconstruction are employed to
help correlation of the pattern information contained in the reference and deformed
images. The displacement vector field is obtained at the center of each sub-volume.
The strain field is subsequently computed using a centered finite differences (CFD)
scheme. The original micro-CT images were masked in order to remove the
background areas where no bone was present. In fact, it was shown that regions
that do not contain useful feature for the correlation algorithm are associated with
large strain artifacts [37, 39]. A user-defined polygon mask was created, which
corresponded to the contour shape of each vertebral body. The mask was defined in
the transverse plane of the vertebral body and sequentially adapted in the caudal7

cranial direction to follow the shape of the vertebra. The geometric mask enabled
the DVC software to include only the voxels inside the mask (vertebral body area).
The micro-CT scan setting and DVC parameters relied on previous
methodological works [37, 39]. Briefly: repeated micro-CT scans of the vertebral
body in zero-strain conditions were processed using a wide range of sub-volume
sizes. The systematic and random errors were evaluated considering the
unavoidable compromise between measurement uncertainties and spatial resolution
[37, 39].
The present DVC computation relied on a final sub-volumes of 48 voxels,
reached after successive (predictor) passes using sub-volumes of 128 voxels, 112
voxels, 96 voxels, 80 voxels and 64 voxels, with a 0% overlap. This multipass
sequence and the final sub-volume produced the lowest strain error in DaVis-DC, for
such type of specimens, with the same imaging and environmental settings as
described in [37, 39]. Errors on the DVC-computed displacements using this
multipass scheme do not exceed 1.2 micrometers [37]. Random errors on the DVCcomputed strains do not exceed 65 microstrains, whereas systematic errors between
-71 and 118 microstrain were expected [37]. Given the voxel size of the micro-CT
images, the final computation sub-volume size corresponded to 1862 micrometers.
In order to evaluate the strain distribution in the vertebra and to couple local
high-strains with visible microdamage, dedicated Matlab (v2016, MathWorks, US)
scripts were developed. The Matlab script allowed: (i) exposing any slice (frontal,
sagittal or transverse) within the volume, and (ii) computing the average strain (axial,
antero-posterior and lateral-lateral components of strain) for each transverse section
in the caudal-cranial direction. This allowed identifying the most strained level along
the vertebral body and the localization of the strain peaks within the frontal and
sagittal sections.

3. Results
The force-displacement curves (Fig. 2) showed an initial toe region, which
depends on the initial co-planarity of the two pots (which is never perfect). After the
toe region, all the specimens showed a monotonic trend that was linear until failure.
8

The linear region always extended beyond the first compression step (5%). Failure
was clearly visible as a plateau and decrease in the force-displacement plots, and
occurred at 10% or 15% steps in all specimens (Fig. 2 and Table 1). Relaxation was
also visible at the end of each step, when the actuator was stopped to allow microCT scanning.

[Figure 2]

[Table 1]
The internal strain distributions (axial, antero-posterior and lateral-lateral
components of strain) for the three compression steps (5%, 10% and 15%) on the
sagittal section of the three specimens are reported in Figures 3-5.
The micro-CT images of specimen T1 showed a main microdamage localized
in the trabecular bone (caudal region), which started to appear at the 10%
compressive step, and degenerated into a trabecular collapse at 15% (Fig. 3).

[Figure 3]

Such a collapse gradually led to a weakening of the vertebral body in the
transverse plane, with damage extending to the cortical bone anteriorly. The
distribution of the three components of strain well described the damage events, with
the maximum strains located in regions adjacent to the crushed zone; away from the
crushed region the strains were significantly lower (Fig. 3).
A similar agreement between the damage (visible in the micro-CT images)
and the distribution of strain (computed by means of DVC) was found in the other
two specimens, although the damage pattern was different (Fig. 4 and 5). In
specimen T2 the microdamage seemed to be localized in the trabecular structure as
a gradual collapse that initiated (10%) and then propagated (15%) posteriorly, along
the caudal-cranial direction (Fig. 4), similarly to specimen T1. In specimen T3
damage initiated in the cranial region (10% compression) and progressively
extended as a collapse in a transverse plane (15% compression) (Fig. 5).
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[Figure 4]
In general, for all specimens the increase of strain was larger from 10% to
15% compression, than from 5% to 10% compression, both for the axial component
of strain (compressive), and the antero-posterior and lateral-lateral ones (tensile).

[Figure 5]
For all specimens, the strain distribution in the elastic regime (first step of
loading, 5%) showed a non-uniform strain distribution, which seemed to predict the
location of damage initiation before it actually became identifiable (Fig. 3-5).
The

progression

of

strain

(axial,

antero-posterior

and

lateral-lateral

components of strain) during compression for the three specimens is shown in
Figure 6 in terms of average strain at each transverse section.

[Figure 6]
Specimen T1 experienced the highest axial compressive strain (nearly -76000
microstrain, average over the most strained transverse section), followed by
specimen T3 (just above -42000 microstrain) and specimen T2 (nearly -33000
microstrain). For the antero-posterior component of strain, the most strained regions
reached the range of 6200-8000 microstrain (average over the most strained
transverse section), in all specimens. For the lateral-lateral component of strain, the
most strained regions were in the range of 3400-9000 microstrain (average over the
most strained transverse section), in all specimens. The strain pattern along the
caudal-cranial direction was similar for specimens T1 and T2, with the largest
deformation localized in correspondence of the first quarter caudal. In specimen T3
the highest axial strain magnitudes were found where the cortical shell was mostly
curved (first quarter cranial); the largest antero-posterior and lateral-lateral strains
were observed in correspondence of the cranial and caudal endplates. The cranialposterior portion of this specimen was in a compressive state, with the largest strain
(exceeding -5300 microstrain) at 15% loading step.
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4. Discussion
The first aim of this paper was to evaluate the internal strain distribution (axial,
antero-posterior and lateral-lateral components of strain) from DVC in porcine
vertebral body, under applied compressive force. A deeper understanding of the
internal elastic full-field strain distribution was achieved. In fact, despite a number of
studies used DVC to investigate the vertebral global fracture under compression [3436], the elastic strain distribution is still unexplored. The results clearly showed how
local strain built up from the elastic regime, and highlighted those internal weaker
regions that could result in microdamage initiation and progression up to vertebral
failure (Fig. 3-5). When a compression of 5% was applied, all specimens
experienced levels of internal tensile and compressive strains above or close to the
typical values of bone tissue failure (i.e. 7000 microstrain for tensile and -10000
microstrain for compression as reported in [3]). For two specimens (T1 and T2)
rather regular strain maps were identified for each component of strain, and for the
steps of applied compression. Conversely, the third specimen (T3) exhibited a more
irregular strain distribution, possibly associated with the superimposition of
compression and some degree of bending.
The benefit of using DVC compared to surface strain measurement
techniques (i.e. strain gauges or DIC) is particularly evident in specimen T1. In fact,
surface strain measurement in the 5% compression step (force=1115N) would have
only provided information on the strain distribution on the cortical shell that was
mostly below the yield values for bone in both compression and tension (Fig. 3 and
6). Particularly, strains of the order of 500 to 1500 microstrain were found in the
cortical shell of vertebral bodies using strain gauges for a 1470 N compressive force
[44] and average compressive and tensile strains (minimum and maximum principal
strains) from DIC were found to be -2587 microstrain and 678 microstrain for a
compressive force of 2050 N [14]. These values would have therefore obscured the
real nature of internal strain distribution and made impossible to predict where the
damage in the vertebral body would initiate. In this context the ability of DVC in
identifying internal strain represents an invaluable resource despite its higher strain
precision errors at organ level (few hundreds microstrain) [37, 39], when compared
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to DIC (few tens and up to hundred microstrain) [12, 13] or strain gauges (few
microstrain) [14].
Another important advantage of DVC relies in its ability to quantify internal
microdamage in the bone microstructures. The use of

micro-CT

image-guided

failure assessment [45, 46] has allowed three-dimensional analysis of microdamage
in bone tissue, allowing the assessment of damage onset and progression under
load. In trabecular bone the microdamage is mainly characterized by bending and
buckling of the trabeculae at different locations: these phenomena are relatively easy
to detect via visual inspection of the sequential micro-CT images during step-wise
loading [46, 47]. The use of a specific Matlab script allowed a more precise and
reliable coupling of a qualitative assessment of microdamage, to quantitative
information about the strain fields (from DVC), throughout the entire volume of the
specimens [43]. Interestingly, the use of DVC in vertebral mechanics rarely focused
on the coupling of microdamage with strain distribution in the failure region. When
this was done, it mainly involved the axial strain [36], which is surely important in a
compression loading but provides only incomplete physiological information.
Conversely, when the main physiological directions (axial, antero-posterior and
lateral-lateral components of strain) were considered, the microdamage development
associated to that specific strain condition was not analyzed [34, 35]. Moreover, only
scattered information on the average strains at the different levels along the vertebral
body are reported [35]. Hussein et al. [35] presented an average compressive strain
(minimum principal strain) in six vertebral bodies at three locations; namely superior
(−44000±53000 microstrain), central (−49000±76000 microstrain) and inferior
(−50000±65000 microstrain) regions. However, no details on the single vertebral
bodies were reported and, as indicated by the large scatter in the results, a number
of different damage patterns are to be expected. Our findings are in agreement with
the results from Hussein et al. [35] where the most important compressive strains
were found in caudal direction (or inferior) for both specimen T1 (nearly -76000
microstrain) and specimen T2 (nearly -33000 microstrain). Dissimilarly, the third
specimen (T3) experienced highest compressive strains (just above -42000
microstrain) in the cranial region, confirming the high standard deviations reported by
[35]. A previous study [28] applied DVC to micro-CT images of porcine trabecular
bone during destructive step-wise compression testing. It was found that the axial
12

strain values outside the crushed zone ranged from 2000 to -30000 microstrain in the
elastic regime and from 2000 to -50000 microstrain during plastic yielding. The latter
findings are consistent with the results obtained in this paper where T1 (Fig. 3)
experienced local axial strains up to -30000 microstrain in the trabecular bone for the
elastic compression step (5%) and local axial strains up to -60000 microstrain in the
trabecular bone for the yield compression step (10%). The lower axial compressive
strains values observed for T2 and T3 (Fig. 4-5) may be probably due to

the

presence of an external cortical shell in the vertebrae, as well as more complex
loading scenarios compared to a compression of a cube of trabecular bone (Gillard
et al., 2014).
The current study has some limitations. Firstly, the use of three specimens
could not provide enough statistical power to identify consistent trends and
investigate the actual mode(s) of failure. However, this sample was sufficient to
demonstrate the feasibility of measuring internal strain in the elastic regime, to
correlate such elastic strain with the final failure mechanism and to understand the
basic strain distribution associated with microdamage in vertebral bodies. A second
limitation relates to the use of animal vertebrae (which are certainly different from the
human ones [9]). This choice was driven by easier tissue availability compared to
human, and by the possibility of fitting the entire vertebral body in the micro-CT
scanner and its loading device. Additionally, animal tissue was also used in similar
studies [33, 35, 36] and fully justified for explorative in vitro testing of vertebrae [48].
One weak point in the current method is the identification of the linear regime:
unfortunately, the test procedure did not allow quantitative assessment of yield in
terms of a given offset, as the force-displacement plots are affected by the force drop
during the hold phase. However, there was a sharp transition at the end of the linear
phase, with an obvious plateau and a decrease in the force-displacement plots,
which makes identification of failure quite straightforward.
In the present study we focused only on normal strains, whereas shear strains
were not analyzed. This is a reasonable simplification as bone failure is usually
associated to a principal strain criterion [21, 49].
It could be interesting to expand this study combining on the same specimen
DVC (which provide reliable strain measurements inside the volume of the
13

specimen, but not on the surface) and DIC or strain gauges (which provide reliable
strain measurements on the surface of the specimen, but cannot interrogate its
internal deformation).

5. Conclusions
In this paper building up of internal full-field strain from DVC in the elastic
regime and progression up to failure was measured in vertebral bodies loaded under
step-wise compression loading. Regions of internal microdamage were successfully
matched with the distribution of strains, where axial, antero-posterior and laterallateral strains were monitored for all specimens at all levels of compression. The
results obtained in this study clearly showed how different vertebral bodies might be
subjected to different damage/strain distribution. Thus, consequent microdamage
can develop and progress in different ways towards the final failure of the vertebra.
Interestingly, DVC-computed strains in the elastic regime had the ability to predict
high-strain concentration and therefore damage before failure actually occurred.
This has the potential to be implemented in clinical CT assessment of vertebrae,
given controlled loading conditions during imaging.
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CAPTIONS
Fig. 1: Overview of the testing setup: mechanical loading device inside the micro-CT
chamber (A). The specimen was potted in PMMA and aligned to the rotation axis of
the micro-CT (B). Picture and cross section of a vertebra showing the anatomical
directions (B,C). The yellow square in the cross section indicates the final subvolume size (48 voxels, corresponding to approximately 1.862 mm, C). The initial
reference state and the compressive steps are shown (D).
Fig. 2: Force-compression curves for the three specimens. The force shows a drop
at the end of each step of compression: this corresponds to relaxation while the
specimen was allowed to settle (15 minutes) before the micro-CT scan took place
(90 minutes). Most of such relaxation took place during the initial 15 minutes. The
relaxation during image acquisition (90 minutes) never exceeded 10% of the initial
force magnitude.
Fig. 3: Specimen T1: Internal strain distribution for the three steps of compression.
Left: Sagittal micro-CT slice taken at each compression step (the antero (A) and
posterior (P) regions are also indicated). The crushed zone of specimen T1 is visible
in the images at 10% and 15% compression steps (red arrows). The distribution of
the Axial, Antero-Posterior and Lateral-Lateral components of strain are plotted over
the same sagittal slice in the colored plots. The most strained region corresponded
to the damaged area, which gradually progressed in a collapse propagating across
the vertebral body, in an approximately transverse plane.
Fig. 4: Specimen T2: Internal strain distribution for the three steps of compression.
Left: Sagittal micro-CT slice taken at each compression step (the antero (A) and
posterior (P) regions are also indicated). The crushed zone of specimen T2 is visible
in the images at 10% and 15% compression steps (red arrows). The distribution of
the Axial, Antero-Posterior and Lateral-Lateral components of strain are plotted over
the same sagittal slice in the colored plots. The most strained region corresponded
to the damaged area, which gradually progressed in a collapse propagating across
the vertebral body, in an approximately caudal-cranial direction.
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Fig. 5: Specimen T3: Internal strain distribution for the three steps of compression.
Left: Sagittal micro-CT slice taken at each compression step (the antero (A) and
posterior (P) regions are also indicated). The crushed zone of specimen T3 is visible
in the images at 10% and 15% compression steps (red arrows). The distribution of
the Axial, Antero-Posterior and Lateral-Lateral components of strain are plotted over
the same sagittal slice in the colored plots. The most strained region corresponded
to the damaged area, which gradually progressed in a collapse propagating across
the vertebral body, in an approximately transverse plane.
Fig. 6: The averages were computed within each transverse slice for the Axial,
Antero-Posterior and Lateral-Lateral components of strain. The plots show the trend
of such average strains along the vertebra (caudal-cranial direction), and their
progression as compression increased (5%, 10% and 15% steps, for the three
specimens). In general, an incremental strain pattern among the consecutive
compression steps was observed in all specimens (T1, T2 and T3). The slices
where the largest strains were observed corresponded to the areas where collapse
was localized (Fig. 3-5).
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